
 

 

 

 
Abstract

The cultivation of coffee is a form of land use that has competed with the natural forest on cloud forest lands for many years. Thus,

the study of alternative technological options for growing coffee is, in particular those that result in the development of a forest-like

structure, as is the case for alternative techniques using an arboreal upper canopy, as well as those that use an understory ground

cover. The introduction of the camedor palm (Chamaedorea elegans), and the macadamia nut tree (Macadamia spp), as

implemented coffe growers themselves, seems to be an effective way to add to the coffee plantation biodiversity, with the added

benefit of buffering the effects of violent price fluctuations characteristic of international coffee markets. Financial analyses

presented provide evidence for the profitability of mixed crops of coffee, camedor, and macadamia, although the results of other

coffee growing techniques have better financial profiles. In general, intensive regimes performed better than traditional techniques,

with unshadowed intensive plantations being the most profitable by a wide margin. Intensive shaded coffee and organic coffee

were the other two alternatives used as references. Macadamia requires a substantial initial capital investment indicating better

returns when it is grown as a single crop. Analyses assume free input and products markets, fair real values, as of spring 1995 in

Mexico, and a private real discount rate (estimated at 5%). Yield and other biological parameters were taken from empirical data

sources available locally
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